Create frictionless meeting experiences
Meetings bring people together — but only when they work. Too often, teams have to waste time troubleshooting
connectivity issues, downloading software, or waiting for coworkers to connect. Google Cloud’s meeting solution
combines hardware and software for a seamless experience. It’s a system we built to connect globally dispersed
teams, and it’s one we use every day for meetings that just work.

Real-time collaboration

Related Products

When people come together, ideas flow faster and teams are more
productive. Hangouts Meet facilitates natural collaboration with
features like easy presentations from a laptop or phone (no plugins
required) and intelligent participant switching so everyone can easily
follow the conversation. Joining meetings is simple, with a single,
shareable URL and a unique phone number for each event.

•

Hangouts Meet

•

Hangouts Meet hardware

•

Jamboard

Integrated hardware
The Hangouts Meet hardware kit is a curated set of components
designed to bring robust, intelligent, affordable video meetings to
the conference room. It blends the simplicity and effectiveness
of Hangouts Meet software with selected hardware to provide an
experience optimized for in-room settings.

Learn More
• Meet
gsuite.google.com/meet
• Jamboard
gsuite.google.com/jamboard

With an affordable price point, self-diagnosing and self-updating
components, and simple fleet management for admins, it’s a costeffective way to turn any conference room into a video meetings
venue. Jamboard brings the power of interactivity to the whiteboard,
letting teams brainstorm, take notes, and collaborate across time
zones — then save their work and share it with coworkers.

One holistic solution
G Suite is built to make the most of every company’s most precious
resources: people, time, and space. Meet and Jamboard are included
as part of G Suite, with available add-ons for Enterprise edition
customers.

we need to collaborate with other countries... the miles between us
“ When
don’t matter as much anymore.
”
Jim Nielsen, Manager at Shaw Industries
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